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bath, scrub and massage:                                                                                           $1,680/2hrs 
bath and massage:                                                                                                  $1,180/90mins 
scrub and massage:                                                                                                 $1,380/90mins 
 
after touchdown 
A traveler’s therapy that targets on re-aligning the body to adjust to the time zone.  
Starts with a relaxing mineral rich dead sea salts and cydona clay bath to reduce water-
retention from long travels. Invigorating scrub and stress-relieving massage techniques 
works on the system to reset the body clock, encouraging circulation and elimination of 
toxins. 
 
secrets of the orient 
Discover the secrets of the orient. Start with a dry body brush, followed by sand scrub 
with the nourishing moroccan argan oil and a deep rolling sand massage to boost the 
immune system and energy levels. 
 
great sensory escape 
Our calming ritual begins by soaking in a tub of locally harvested california sea salts and 
mineral Dead Sea Salts. An exotic lime and ginger scrub to refine the skin and a vitality 
massage. 
 
two tropical bliss                                                                                         $3,350 for two/2.5hrs 
Tropical surroundings inspire this couple’s treatment that nourishes and relaxes your 
body. This begins with a dip in a milk and oat bath to help balance the skin. A steam bath 
wild crafted Indonesian recipe of ginger, spices and lavender is combined to eliminate 
impurities. A soothing aromatherapy massage to stimulate the senses. 
 

 
elemis revitalizing experience                                                                                $1,980/2.5hrs 
The journey begins with a dry body brush and an indulgent Lime and Ginger Salt Glow. 
Followed by a steam shower to open the pores followed by a face and body sensation of 
Elemis facial and back massage for a truly revitalizing experience. 
 
elemis contouring detox programme                                                                       $2,280/2hrs 
Awaken the senses with dry body brushing, intense scrub and an Elemis Cellutox body 
wrap to trap moisture and heat helping the system detoxify. A thorough lymphatic 
drainage machine treatment Cellu M6® lipomassage to speed up fat reduction, firming 
and feel totally renewed and relaxed. After drink a glass of lemon water to release toxins. 
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fusion massage                                 $820/60mins $1,180/90mins 
A unique combination of classic swedish circulatory strokes, deep tissue and detoxifying 
massage to help re-energize your body. 
 
de-stress muscle release                   $820/60mins $1,180/90mins 
Works on tight, fatigued muscles and joints after sports or a day of physical strain. It 
involves intensive deep tissue techniques with stretching and drainage to release 
tension. 
 
deep flow massage                      $820/60mins $1,180/90mins 
Carefully applied pressure stimulates the nervous system while swedish and circulatory 
based massage techniques encourage relaxation. 
 
detox revive massage                                                                    $820/60mins $1,180/90mins 
Lymphatic drainage is fused with detoxifying oils helps to boost the immune system, 
release toxic build-up, reduce water-retention and improve energy levels. 
 
enrich scalp, head and shoulder massage                                                             $400/30mins 
tension relief back massage                                                            $400/30mins $850/60mins 
foot reflexology                                                                                                           $300/30mins 
 

 
cellutox aromaspa treatment                                                                                  $980/75mins 
A treatment best for slimming.  A deeply detoxifying blend to congest and stimulate the 
system. This therapy helps reduce the appearance of cellulite and relieve the discomfort 
of water retention. Neck, shoulder, scalp and facial massage re-energizes the system. 
 
organic bora bora sand and argan oil experience                                                $680/45mins 
Fine grains of white and volcanic sand aids in eliminating impurities for a luminous 
complexion while Moroccan Argan oil nourishes skin. Rich in antioxidant to help protect 
the skin. 
 
exotic lime and ginger salt glow                                                                              $680/45mins 
Your skin is deeply cleansed, polished and softened to perfection, completed with an 
application of exotic island flower body lotion leaving the skin glowing and vibrant, 
replenished and flawless. 
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exotic frangipani body nourish wrap                                                                      $780/45mins 
This nourishing body wrap drenches the skin with moisture for immediate softness and 
suppleness aromatic Tahitian coconut and frangipani flowers are soaked together to 
produce the Monoi used in this wrap which Polynesian women traditionally used to 
protect their skin and provide the ultimate radiance, vitality and all over body glow. 
 

 
Oxygen Therapy 
 
oxygen infused facial                                                                                                        $1,280/75mins 
Starts with a dose of pure oxygen inhalation. This treatment delivers oxygen, vitamins and 
antioxidants to the skin. Pressure and serums composed of antioxidants, collagen amino 
peptides and hyaluronic acid to the skin fights signs of aging skin, increase circulation and 
super hydrate the skin immediately, leaving skin looking plumped, refreshed and with a 
firming visible lift! It also provides relief for those who suffer from acne or the skin disorder 
rosacea. 
 
Elemis 
 
Advanced Anti-Ageing Facials 
 
pro-collagen quartz lift and anti-wrinkle facial with immediate results           $1,380/75mins 
with O2 oxygen infusion therapy                                                                      $1,930/105mins 
This anti-wrinkle facial is clinically proven to reduce the number of wrinkles by up to 
94%* and improve skin firmness by up to 57%*, after just one treatment. The power of 
padina pavonica is accelerated by the electrical energy of precious minerals Quartz, 
Tourmaline, rhodochrosite and malachite to re-energise cell communication, whilst 
laminaria digitata and Red Coral optimises cellular respiration and regeneration for a 
firmer, uplifted, more youthful looking appearance. 
 
visible brilliance facial                                                                                            $1,380/75mins 
For Tired and Stressed Skin 
This revolutionary anti-ageing face and eye treatment instantly firms, rejuvenates and 
plumps up the skin whilst reducing dark circles from around the eye contour. after just 
one treatment moisturisation levels of the skin are proven to increase by up to 38% and 
elasticity by up to 28%. Leaves your skin with a porcelain effect. 
 
tri-enzyme resurfacing facial                                                                                $1,280/75mins 
For uneven skin tone, fine lines, wrinkles, congestion and superficial facial scarrin  
The precision layering of three targeted enzymes stimulates and accelerates the skin’s 
biological exfoliation process by up to 75% and increase skin smoothness up to 32% after 
just one treatment. These advanced resurfacing techniques safely and effectively remove 
the thickening layer of the epidermis. 
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Skin Specifics Facial 
 
fruit active glow                                                                                                          $850/60mins 
with O2 oxygen skin infusion therapy                                                                $1,400/90mins 
Bring back the glow to lifeless complexion. 
 
exotic moisture dew                                                                                                  $850/60mins 
Treat your skin to a moisture boost. 
 
herbal lavender repair                                                                                    $850/60mins 
For perfect restoration of skin balance. 
 
elemis skin specifics facial plus Cellu M6® face lift                                           $1,300/90mins 
 
enhancer: 
O2 oxygen inhalation and skin infusion                                                                                          $550 
Treat your skin to a moisture boost 
                                                               

 
Liftmassage, the 100% natural technique to deeply re-densify and rejuvenate the skin of 
the face… The anti- aging secret of liftmassage. Its deep, powerful action stimulates 
fibroblast cells to naturally reactivate collagen and elastin production. 
 
Cellu M6® power face lift                                                                                     $720/45mins 
Cellu M6® power face neck and eyelift                             $1,250/60mins 
This powerful anti-aging treatment firms and redensifies aging skin to reshape the face. 
Liftmassage’s targeted cellular regeneration, naturally reactivates collagen and elastin 
production for a filling effect and supple, firmer skin. Slackening facial contours are re-
sculpted and the skin is tightened and toned. 
 
face and bust treatment                  $980/60mins 
Liftmassage, the 100% natural technique to deeply re-densify and rejuvenate the skin of 
the face… The anti- aging secret of liftmassage? Its deep, powerful action stimulates 
fibroblast cells to naturally reactivate collagen and elastin production. 
 
bust treatment            $520/45mins 
The unique Liftmassage action also strengthens the cutaneous structure, supporting 
breasts to rebuild its natural support and restore firmness. 
 
enhancers: 
hydrating contour eye masque                                                                                               $150 
hydrating face masque                                                                                                             $180 
*packages available, please check “spa package series” section 
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urban cleanse facial                                                                                                $1,080/75mins 
with O2 oxygen skin infusion                                                                             $1,630/105mins 
For oil rich skins in need of a deep cleanse 
This super-grooming, deep cleansing facial works overtime to decongest and defend the 
skin. Active, therapeutic-grade products are used to cleanse stressed skin, helping to 
eliminate blocked pores, neutralize impurities and helps rapidly accelerate skin repair. 
Fast-acting ingredients reduce sensitivity and provide long-lasting defense against the 
damaging effects of daily pollutants, leaving the skin visibly clear and squeaky-clean. 
 
deep tissue muscle massage                                                        $820/60mins $1,180/90mins 
Dynamic and immediate tension-relief massage suitable for the tough areas and stressed 
areas. 
 
simply a men’s manicure                                                                                          $210/50mins 
simply a men’s pedicure                                                                                           $330/60mins 
 

 
The international scientific community recognizes that Endermologie® treatments 
provide intensive cell stimulation: the ultimate solution for natural, visible and lasting 
results. 
 
Cellu M6® lipomassage          $880/45mins 
This treatment is designed to slim the figure and eliminate resistant fat pockets that 
refuse to budge with weight-loss, diets and exercise. The deep, targeted action of the 
deep Roll’in skin fold, reaches the very core of adipose fat tissue to engage the receptors 
responsible for lipolysis, and fat elimination. The figure is slimmer and the stubborn fatty 
areas are finally erased. 
 
Cellu M6® endermo sport recuperation massage for athletic     $820/45mins 
A comforting deep tissue massage after an intensive workout. The very relaxing LPG Roll 
technique, thoroughly stretches and conditions muscle fascia to drain away toxic lactic 
acid, increasing tissue suppleness and relieve muscle aches and pains. 
 
Cellu M6® endermo detox and draining care        $820/45mins 
This treatment is designed to act on saturated tissue. The combination of light pressure 
with soft pumping movements, boosts and recirculates, sluggish lympathic exchanges. 
The microcirculation is revitalized; venous and lymphatic exchanges are restored and 
improved, allowing the body to naturally eliminate toxins. 
 
Cellu M6® android lipomassage treatment        $820/45mins 
Focus on stomach, back and arms slimming and sculpting 
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Cellu M6® gynoid lipomassage treatment        $820/45mins 
Focus on hips, buttocks and legs slimming and sculpting 
 

 
brazilian waxing (hot wax) 
We use top quality wax from France that works with a special polymer that shrink-wraps 
the hair making the procedure less painful or “almost” painless and hair re-growth take 
longer. great for sensitive areas such as bikini, brazilian, upper lip and underarm. Have 
fun with shapes: the landing strip, playboy or bermuda triangle! 
 
brazilian                $420 
semi brazilian                            $350 
bikini                  $250 
upper lip/chin/eyebrows                   $130 
half leg                $290 
upper leg                $330 
full leg                $450 
underarm                $160 
full arm                $320 
half arm                $230 
back                 $360 
chest                 $360 
full facial (including eyebrows)                   $360 
 

 
half leg and underarm wax              $400 
half leg and bikini wax                   $490 
bikini and upper leg wax              $520 
bikini and full leg wax              $630 
full leg and underarm wax              $540 
brazilian and half leg                           $640 
brazilian and underarm             $520 
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lashes and brows 
brow shaping                $150 
brow tinting                 $150 
eyelash tinting                $200 
eyelash curling                $300 
brow shaping and tinting               $280 
eyelash tinting and curling              $450 
 
Threading 
eyebrow                             $130 
upper lip/chin                                            $130 
forehead                           $150 
full facial (including eyebrows)                         $380 
 

 
sexy spa manicure            $380/70mins 
The treatment starts with a lemongrass soak & full manicure, followed by a two-step 
process to nourish, exfoliate and replenish. An smoothing scrub is followed with paraffin 
mask. An extensive and rejuvenating massage that hydrates from elbows to finger tips 
rounds out this sense of touch signature hand treatment. Finished with a perfect polish. 
 
tropical manicure by Elemis                                   $300/60mins 
Hands are exfoliated with a luxurious lime and ginger scrub to awaken dull looking skin, 
followed by a relaxing massage from elbows to finger tips using enriched massage & 
body oil. Finishing with a quickie manicure and a generous layer of flower balm. Your skin 
has never felt so amazing. 
 
quickie manicure           $130/20mins 
quickie french manicure           $160/25mins 
For people on the go…nails are clipped, filed and nourished with jojoba oil. Perfectly 
polished or buffed - your choice. 
 
simply a manicure            $180/45mins 
simply a manicure w/ buffing         $220/60mins 
simply a french manicure          $210/60mins 
simply a french manicure w/ buffing         $250/70mins 
The essentials for nail care. Clipping, shaping, soaking, cuticle care, massage from elbows 
to fingertips and finished with a perfect polish. 
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little ladies manicure                         $120/30mins 
little ladies pedicure                                     $220/30mins 
Age 5 to 11 years old 
 
enhancers: 
hydrating hand masque/paraffin masque                            $120 
re-varnish/french re-varnish                           $100/$120 
 

 
sexy spa pedicure                            $480/75mins 
Start with milky footbath to relieve aching muscles, followed by a traditional pedicure, 
then an smoothing scrub to release layers of dead cells and soften calluses, followed by a 
relaxing and invigorating leg and foot massage, and paraffin mask to soften dry skin, 
finish off with nail polish. 
 
tropical pedicure by Elemis                                                                        $400/60mins 
This is the perfect ‘hamper’ to super-condition dry and rough skin on the foot area. Starts 
off with a nourishing milk bath, intense lime and ginger scrub to soften hard working 
soles and heels; a lavishing foot massage to heal tiredness; finish off with quickie 
pedicure and a luxurious layer of body balm for intense moisture. 
 
quickie pedicure           $150/25mins 
quickie french pedicure           $180/30mins 
For people on the move…clip, shape, polish and go! 
 
simply a pedicure            $300/50mins 
simply a pedicure w/ buffing                      $330/60mins             
simply a french pedicure           $330/60mins 
simply a french pedicure w/ buffing                     $360/70mins 
The essentials for nail care. soaking, clipping, shaping, nipping, cuticle care, scraping of 
calluses, smoothing foot sole filing, foot scrub, and foot massage. Finished off with a 
perfect polish. 
 
more than a pedicure           $420/80mins 
Have the essentials of simply a pedicure followed by a relaxing foot reflexology session to 
complete the treat for your feet. 
 
enhancer: 
hydrating foot masque/ paraffin masque         $150/20mins 
Softens and smoothens skin. 
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nurturing mother-to-be experience         $750/60mins 
This full body massage is designed to answer the developing needs of mother and baby 
and to give you the nurturing treatment you both deserve. 
 
mother-to-be manicure                                                                                             $220/50mins 
mother-to-be pedicure                                                                                              $320/60mins 
 

 
manicures 
Purchase a series of 5 manicures and receive 1 free 
Purchase a series of 10 manicures and receive 3 free 
 
pedicures 
Purchase a series of 5 pedicures and receive 1 free 
Purchase a series of 10 pedicures and receive 3 free 
 
waxing / threading 
Purchase a series of 5 waxing or threading treatments and receive 1 free 
Purchase a series of 10 waxing or threading treatments and receive 3 free 
 
facials / massages 
Purchase a series of 5 facials or massages treatments and receive 1 free 
Purchase a series of 10 facials or massages treatments and receive 3 free 

 

 


